A quantitative model of odor deactivation based on the redox shift of the pheromone-binding protein im moth antennae.
Recent in vitro experiments with homogenates of isolated olfactory hairs of Antheraea polyphemus suggest that the pheromone-binding protein (PBP) is involved not only in pheromone solubilization and transport but also in pheromone deactivation. PBP occurs in a reduced form with one or two disulfide bridges (PBP(red)) and in the oxidized form with three bridges (PBP(ox)). From kinetic experiments it was concluded that the pheromone is first bound to PBP(red). This complex activates the receptor molecules and then turns into the oxidized form which--according to our working hypothesis--is unable to activate further receptor molecules. Apparently, the pheromone bound to the PBP (both forms) is protected from enzymatic degradation into nonexcitatory metabolites. A quantitative kinetic model of pheromone deactivation was developed (in collaboration with J. Thorson, Oxford) in which the receptor molecules are considered to act as enzymes catalyzing the redox shift of the binding protein.